. We call this position x. Typically, modal representations are ideally configured to facilitate the resulting curve had a single peak that could be fitted certain kinds of computations, most prominently, coorby a Gaussian function; we refer to it as f(x). Then the dinate transformations. Theoreticians have investigated measurements were repeated using a different fixation primarily how gain fields can be used to perform useful point and thus a different gaze direction, y. In this case, the neural responses followed curves with similar computations and how the cortical microcircuitry may shapes and preferred locations, but their amplitudes give rise to multiplicative interactions, which are the changed. Thus, the amplitude or gain of the receptive trademark of gain modulation. On the other hand, the fields of these parietal neurons depended on gaze. The experimental camp has focused on the role of gain fields term "gain field" was coined to describe this gazein sensory-motor integration and have used them to dependent gain modulation. The gain field refers to the obtain clues about the functions of different brain areas. function g(y), where the firing rates of these neurons are As a result, gain fields have been implicated in eye and well fitted by the expression reaching movements, spatial perception, attention, navigation, and object recognition. r ϭ f(x)g(y).
planned independently of eye position simply by converting a retinal vector into a saccade vector, but the realization of the desired saccade, that is, the kinematics-dynamics conversion, inevitably requires that the eye muscles take into account the passive forces (elastic and viscous) exerted by the orbital tissue, and these vary with eye position and velocity. Could it be, then, that the gain fields of PPC neurons actually reflect some "knowledge" of orbital mechanics rather than a contribution to sensorimotor transformations? Probably not. First, gain fields of saccade-related parietal neurons do not reflect the pulling directions of eye muscles (Andersen et al., 1990), which should be the case if they compensated for orbital mechanics. Second, parietal gain fields do not show any of the expected nonlinearities, instead, they are typically planar, which means they can be well approximated by linear dependencies on horizontal and vertical eye displacements (Andersen et al., 1985 (Andersen et al., , 1990 lated responses into a network from the start and determined how and under what conditions coordinate transformations could be performed. The network they trained a three-layered artificial neural network to perstudied included a set of model parietal neurons with form the coordinate transformation required to reach a gain-modulated receptive fields like those described extarget independently of eye position. Given the target perimentally, responding according to Equation 1. A location x (in retinal coordinates) and gaze angle y, the second, output network represented an array of downnetwork learned to compute the target location in bodystream neurons that generated motor responses, such centered coordinates, or x ϩ y. Once the correct transas reaching to a target. The two layers were synaptically formation was learned, they examined the neurons in connected, so that the model parietal cells drove the the middle layer, whose properties were precisely what motor array. For a particular target position x in retinal the backpropagation procedure had adjusted. They coordinates and gaze angle y, a correct arm movement found gain-modulated receptive fields like those of paricorresponded to the output neurons encoding x ϩ y, etal neurons. This result indicated that gain modulation the target location in body-centered coordinates. Given could provide an efficient solution to the coordinate this setup, Salinas and Abbott (1995) obtained three transformation problem. This work was a breakthrough results. First, to guarantee that the output neurons enfor computational neuroscience, because it showed that code x ϩ y, the synaptic weights must satisfy a mathemeasured neurophysiological properties of real neurons matical condition. Second, a simple Hebbian or correlacould underlie a specific, nontrivial computation. , 1997) . To appreciate these findings, first consider that, although reaching and Sejnowski (1997a). They observed that many psychophysical and lesion data had been difficult to reconmovements eventually need to be encoded in arm-centered coordinates (by specifying the amplitude and dicile under the assumption that a fixed coordinate frame is used for object localization, but many of the inconsisrection of arm movement), initially, they may be specified in eye-centered coordinates, which are the natural coortencies vanished when multiple frames were considered. They who proposed that MST may, in general, be in charge of compensating for distortions caused by eye moveindependent of distance. They tested the size selectivity of V4 neurons at multiple distances and found that V4 ments. This is crucial for perceptual stability regardless of the ultimate use of the motion pattern, be it for headneurons did not exhibit object size constancy; rather, they preferred images of specific sizes and had gain ing, pursuit, saccades, or motion-based object recognition. fields that depended on viewing distance (Dobbins et al., 1998) induced by attention could be described as a multiplicaeye-hand coordination to navigation. Further experition, and their results suggest that this is indeed the ments should reveal more precisely how gain fields are case. Stefan Treue (Tü bingen University) described simibuilt and exploited by the nervous system, and further lar effects in area MT, which specializes in processing theories should help characterize their computational visual motion. He found that attention changed the ampower more accurately. Future discoveries are likely to plitude of the direction tuning curves in an almost perreinforce gain modulation as a prime example of a genfectly multiplicative way also (Treue and Martínez-Trujieral neural design serving a computational purpose. llo, 1999).
Neurons are typically modeled and thought of as in-
